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Abstract 
We applied the aerosol retrieval algorithms based on the spheroids model [Dubovik et al.,2006] to the Skyrad 
software package [Nakajima et al., 1996], and tested it using the simulated data and observed data. The difference 
of the results between the spheroids model and the Mie theory is small. However, we verified that we can retrieve 
the dustlike aerosol optical properties stably with the spheroids model. 
1. Introduction 
The Skyrad package (SKYRAD.pack) is one of the 
well-known software which analyzes the sky radiometer 
data, and its aerosol retrieval algorithms is based on the Mie 
theoty [Nakajima et al., 1996]1). However, it is need to 
account for particle non-sphericity in modeling the optical 
properties of dustlike aerosols. We applied the method for 
the retrieval of the optical properties of non-spherical aerosol 
based on the spheroid model [Dubovik et al.,2006]2) to the 
Skyrad package and tested it using the simulated data and 
observed data. 
2. Methods 
The sky radiometer can observe the monochromatic direct 
solar flux density F(Wm-2ｵm-1) and the monochromatic 
diffuse sky flux density E(Wm-2ｵm-1)_ And the input data of 
the Skyrad package are R(E>) (the ratio of the E to F; E>: 
scattering angle) and aerosol optical thickness (て a).
R(G) 三 E(0) Fm。△ Q' 
m。:optical air mass, ~Q : solid view angle 
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spheroids were approximated as follows: 
て ext: the extinction optical thickness 
て sea : the scattering optical thickness 
Pu': the elements of the scattering matrix 
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Fig.1 
Comparison of phase function of the Mie theory and 
the spheroid model. 
E : axis ratio of the spheroid 
r : radius of the particle 
dV /dlnr: the volume size distribution 
入：wavelength 
n,k : the real and imaginary part of the refractive index 
The Kernels応ぷxtand 応cacan be precomputed. 
We used the Kernel look-up tables of phase function, 
extinction and absorption which were calculated for 
polydisperse randomly oriented spheroids instead of the 
look-up tables based on the Mie theory. Two methods were 
used for computing these Kernel look-up tables. For size 
parameters below x(=2 n rl 入） ,._, 30-60, the simulation were 
performed using the T-matrix method [Mishchenko and 
Travis, 1994]3). For size parameters exceeding the 
T-matrix convergence limits, the approximated 
geometric-optics-integral-equation method [Yang and Liou, 
1996]4) was used. We used the fixed axis ratio distribution 
which is an equiprobable distribution of prolate and oblate 
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spheroids. The spherical-nonspherical differences in the 
scattering phase function is large around 120ｰand 
l 80ｰ(Fig. l). Therefore if the measurement is carried out in a 
wide scattering angle range, that differences can cause 
differences in the retrieved aerosol optical properties. 
3. The sensitivity test with simulation data 
We tested the Skyrad package which adopted the spheroid 
kernel look-up tables with some simulated dustlike aerosol 
models and verified the new method can retrieve aerosol 
optical properties with enough accuracy (Fig.2). 
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Retrieved volume size distribution of simulated aerosol 
model. Input simulation data are R(8) and 戸
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4. Application to observed data 
We tested the Skyrad package based on the spheroid 
model with observed data. In the case of the input observed 
data are R(8) and て a, the difference between the Mie 
theory and the spheroid model was small. However, several 
cases those input data are R(8) only (on the assumption that 
て a is unknown), there were large differences in retrieved 
aerosol optical properties(Fig.3). 
5. Conclusion 
We applied the new Kernel look-up tables which based on 
the spheroid model to the Skyrad package and verified that 
we can retrieve the dustlike aerosol optical properties stably 
with it. 
We also tested the new method with observed data. In the 
case of the aerosol optical thickness is unknown, the new 
method which based on the spheroid model can improve the 
retrieval of dustlike aerosol optical properties. 
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Retrieved aerosol optical thickness(upper) and 
volume size distribution(lower) of observed data. 
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